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Hayne’s six norms of
conduct

Conduct
and reward
The direct connection
between the way
people are rewarded,
and poor conduct.

Asymmetry of
power

• These norms of
conduct are
fundamental principles
that should underpin
regulation and reform
and conduct generally.

The significant power
and information
imbalance between a
financial services
entity and its
customer is core.

The
heart
of it

Conflicts between
duty and interest
The interests of the
client, intermediary
and product provider
are both different and
opposed.

Holding entities to
account
Deterrence depends on
whether an entity believes
that misconduct will be
detected, denounced and
justly punished.

Hayne’s four observations
• These are the four
central observations
about the root causes of
misconduct that were
shown by the
Commission’s work.

“Underwhelmed”
AT A GLANCE
Key themes:

The commissioner made 76 recommendations

▲ Simplifications
▲ Regulator’s

of laws

enforcement culture

▲ Role

of remuneration in culture
and governance

▲ Managing

conflicts of interest
and non-financial risks

▲ Leadership
▲ Power

and responsibility

Regulators

14

Remuneration, culture and governance

7

Consumer lending

8

Small business lending

8

Financial advice

10

Superannuation

9

Insurance
Other

15
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Source: Gilbert & Tobin
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Main recommendations

Source: The Conversation

What does the Royal Commission
mean for our actuarial profession?
▲ We

▲ We

▲ We

▲ We

need to take account of
community expectations in
everything we do
cannot define our roles as pure
technical experts
need to think about our
obligations in assessing and reporting
on product profitability – not only
what is enough, but what is too
much

need to review what
information we provide to the
board
need to understand the
obligations of our various
stakeholders

▲ We

▲

▲

We need to think about our own
personal behaviors and how we
contribute to an ethical culture

We need to take greater account of
non financial risks as well as financial
risks
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Actuaries Institute response
to Royal Commission
▲ CPD

Professionalism Tour
▲ The Social Condition Report paper
(Laughlin/ Bernau)
▲ Review

of Code of Conduct

▲ Role

of Appointed Actuary
▲ 5 new Professional Standards
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Questions

Comments

The views expressed in this presentation are those of invited contributors and not
necessarily those of the IFoA. The IFoA do not endorse any of the views stated, nor any
claims or representations made in this presentation and accept no responsibility or liability to
any person for loss or damage suffered as a consequence of their placing reliance upon any
view, claim or representation made in this presentation.

